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Ancient codes and a legendary killer lure a young detective into a dark and dangerous world. When a murdered historian is marked with a mysterious code, homicide detective
Dee Brentano worries about his colleague – her missing father, Alexandre. FBI special agent J. R. Pierce tells her that Alexandre is wanted for this murder. Desperate to find him
first, she discovers that Alexandre has items that several people – including Pierce – would kill to possess. One is a letter attributed to Jack the Ripper. Another is an erotic
cryptograph. Dee encounters a potential ally in Detective Gregory Brenner. She’s attracted to him, but fears that he’s playing her to find her father. She’s also drawn to her
father’s protégé, Scott Bateman, who can decode the Ripper letter’s secret message and the symbol on the murdered historian. It’s bait for luring supernatural entities. It’s also
a map to locating her father. Dee must choose her path wisely. One leads to a supernatural lover, the other to an immortal serial killer. Dean Koontz called Ramsland’s Ghost:
Investigating the Other Side, “The best book of its kind I’ve ever read,” and Publisher’s Weekly stated that “Ramsland is a master of foreboding.” Whitley Streiber found The
Heat Seekers to be a “gem” and said, “Katherine Ramsland is a marvelous novelist, who approaches her subject with chilling, fascinating inner knowledge.”
Vald till en av Årets bästa böcker 2013 i Svenska Dagbladet! »Vad Gladwell tänker i dag, tänker vi andra i morgon.« JAN GRADVALL »Roliga och genomtänkta iakttagelser i
essäform. En rad analyser som förklarar hur vi tänker, och hur vi i vissa fall tänker helt fel.« LOTTA OLSSON, DN Under det senaste decenniet har Malcolm Gladwell skrivit tre
böcker som har förändrat vårt sätt att förstå världen och oss själva: Den tändande gnistan, Blinkoch Framgångsfaktorn som skapar vinnarna. Hans fjärde bok, som sålt i över en
miljon exemplar i USA, samlar de bästa av hans uppmärksammade och inflytelserika artiklar från tidskriften The New Yorker. Vad hunden såg inbjuder till en rad fängslande och
oförutsägbart lärorika äventyr. Gång på gång vänder Gladwell blicken mot det skenbart triviala eller självklara, och gång på gång öppnar sig nya och överraskande perspektiv.
»Bra texter«, skriver Gladwell i sitt förord, »står och faller inte med sin förmåga att övertyga. De står och faller med sin förmåga att engagera dig, få dig att tänka, ge dig en inblick
i någon annans huvud.« MALCOLM GLADWELL [född 1963 i Kanada] är journalist på The New Yorker och har varit med på Time Magazines lista över »Världens 100 mest
inflytelserika personer«. Han är författare till Den tändande gnistan, Blink ochFramgångsfaktorn som skapar vinnarna, vilka samtliga gick in på förstaplatsen på New York Times
bestsellerlista. »Vad Malcolm Gladwell än skriver om är det ett sant och lärorikt nöje att läsa hans böcker.« SMÅLANDSPOSTEN »Malcolm Gladwell uppmuntrar sina läsare att
tänka en gång till och tänka annorlunda. En del av kapitlen i Vad hunden såg är mästerverk i essäns konst.« STEVEN PINKER, THE NEW YORK TIMES BOOK REVIEW »Ljuvlig
läsning rakt igenom.« CRAIG SELIGMAN, BLOOMBERG NEWS
In an age of growing cyber-crime, cyber-terrorism, hacker activism, and with the ever more central role of digital technology, it is inevitable that the computer will increasingly find
itself at the heart of criminal activity and criminal investigations. Used as a powerful tool by both criminals and crime fighters, computers are now providing the virtual fingerprints,
footprints, and smoking guns in many criminal investigations. The various kinds of jobs available at the local, state, and federal level are detailed, as are the relevant academic
and professional requirements and expectations. Also covered are careers in the private sector relating to corporate security and anti-hacking efforts. Detailed discussions of
educational pathways, job search strategies, interview techniques, and lifelong learning and career development/advancement are included. Steeped as it is in digital literacy and
career preparedness, this power-packed resource also lends itself perfectly to the relevant Common Core curriculum standards for the reading of instructional texts.
Bazându-se în special pe surse primare, cartea de fa?? este o analiz? provocatoare, dar ?i distrug?toare de mituri, care are în centru 33 de criminali în serie din Africa de Sud,
Australia, Iran, Marea Britanie, Statele Unite ale Americii etc. Exist? nenum?rate mituri legate de criminalii în serie, printre care c? ace?tia sunt cu to?ii ni?te singuratici
disfunc?ionali, c? sunt b?rba?i albi, motiva?i doar de sex, c? to?i c?l?toresc mult ?i ac?ioneaz? într-o zon? extins?, c? nu se pot opri din ucis, c? sunt cu to?ii fie nebuni, fie genii
malefice ?i c? î?i doresc s? fie prin?i de poli?ie. Desigur, exist? unii criminali în serie care fac parte din aceste categorii, dar criminalul din Green River era c?s?torit ?i nicidecum
un singuratic disfunc?ional; o mul?ime de criminali în serie sunt femei sau non-caucazieni; dr. Harold Shipman în mod sigur nu era motivat de sex în ac?iunile sale; multe crime în
serie (precum cele asupra prostituatelor din Ipswitch, comise de Steve Wright) au avut loc pe un teritoriu restrâns; „criminalul BTK”, Dennis Rader, s-a oprit din ucis în 1991, dar
nu a fost prins decât 14 ani mai târziu. Este posibil ca mul?i criminali în serie s? fie vicleni sau foarte descurc?re?i, dar foarte pu?ini dintre ei sunt cu adev?rat ni?te genii. Fiecare
dintre cazurile abordate în aceast? carte este neobi?nuit fie în privin?a modului în care criminalul a s?vâr?it faptele sau ?i-a ales victimele, fie în ceea ce prive?te felul în care a
fost prins ?i apoi condamnat sau executat.
Serial Crime, Second Edition, examines serial predatory behavior and is divided into two main parts. Part one deals with behavioral profiling, and covers a variety of critical issues
from the history of profiling and the theoretical schools of thought to its treatment in the mainstream media. This updated edition includes new sections on the problems of
induction, metacognition in criminal profiling, and investigative relevance. Part two deals more specifically with a number of types of serial crime including stalking, rape, murder,
and arson. Chapters on each of these crimes provide definitions and thresholds, and discussions of the offenders, the crime, and its dynamics. Considerations for behavioral
profiling and investigations and the development of new paradigms in each area are interwoven throughout. Topics are conceptually and practically related since profiling has
typically seen most application in serial crimes and similar investigations. The unique presentation of the book successfully connects the concepts and creates links to criminal
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behavior across crimes—murder, sexual assault, and arson—something no other title does. The connection of serial behavior to profiling, the most useful tool in discovering
behavior patterns, is also new to the body of literature available and serves to examine the ideal manner in which profiling can be used in conjunction with behavioral science to
positively affect criminal investigations. * Provides a theoretical and practical foundation for understanding the motivation and dynamics in a range of serial offenses * Illustrates
the promise, purposes and pitfalls of behavioral profiling in the investigation of various serial crimes * Numerous case examples show the real world uses of behavioral profiling in
investigations, as well as highlighting a variety of issues in understanding and investigating serial crime
An international secret society of telepathic blood-magic angels come together to destroy what appears to be the reincarnation of Jack the Ripper. This second novel in the
Hearts of Darkness series, Track the Ripper takes NYPD detective Dianysus Brentano to London, Glastonbury and Paris as she chases a man who calls himself Jack the Ripper
straight into an Internet web that aims to turn followers into killers and control the world. Her resolve to recover what he stole from her attracts allies from among the blooddrinking celestial ma’lakhim. Overwhelmed by their dangerous beauty, Dianysus sets her heart on the leader, Sitri, who has been her secret protector since childhood. But she’s
unsure if he’s equally attracted to her or is exploiting her for his own purpose. Dianysus learns that the mother who’d abandoned her when she was young had been a queen
among these creatures. This makes her own blood unique and gives her new skills. When she discovers that the Ripper seeks her blood to complete his conquest, she forms a
risky plan. As the ma’lakhim strive to save Paris and London from mass destruction, Dianysus goes to face the Ripper alone. She must trust that her blood-bond with Sitri is true,
because otherwise, all is lost.
This book comprehensively discusses 13 infamous cases of serial and non-serial sexual homicide committed around the globe in the past four decades (1974–2010). Offering a
psycho-criminological perspective, it analyzes the cases theoretically (i.e., contributing and precipitating factors, and offender typology) and considers the practical implications
(i.e., investigative and crime-preventive measures, and social services). The first book to offer a glimpse of this topic from a global perspective, it adopts a unique approach—case
background and critical analysis. As such it is a valuable source of reference for scholars, clinicians, and law enforcement practitioners wanting to gain a better understanding of
this type of violent offender.
The world is now filled with notorious events and happenings which you never expect to happen. The worst is that, people are the only reasons why such circumstance exists or
occurs. The society is composed of different kind of people with various beliefs and philosophies in life. There are some who would abide by the law provided by the government
and are guided by the morals in their religious beliefs. However, a number of people who are take different path that are against the law. And the law of humans are now
increasing. Killings, murders, and other type of crimes are evident in different parts of the world. Despite having the authorities to take care of the safety and security of people,
some hardheaded people still manage to do things according to their own will and perspective. They are even proud of the number of crimes that they have done. This is evident
when Dennis Rader made a loud noise as a serial killer for his number of victims and crimes done. He became the notorious Wichita Serial Killer, who managed to keep himself
hidden in the eye of the authorities for almost thirty years, while he was able to continue his legacy in killing and murdering. What it takes to be a serial killer? As most sources
state, a serial killer refers to the person who murders people with the number up to three or more. This is usually due to the abnormal psychological gratification along with the
murders that take place over a month and includes significant break between these months. Even though it is said that the usual motive of a serial killer is psychological
gratification, which involve sexual contact towards the victim, the FBI states that the motives could include thrill, anger, attention seeking and financial gain. With all the stated
motives, a question left hanging is what was Dennis Rader's motive for his notorious serial killing? Knowing who Dennis Rader is, including his personal life even before his
notorious acts will definitely help you to know and understand him better and why he became the person he is today. In relation to this, people are more interested to know what's
on the mind of BTK, Dennis Rader, while he was determined to execute such crimes for many years. You'll get to know more as you read further.
??????: ????? ; ??????? ; ?????? ; ??????? ; ???? ; ????????.
This dramatic and compelling, true-crime psychological thriller provides an in-depth, behind-the-scenes narrative of one of the most bizarre and terrible serial killers in U.S.
history.
A dramatic and compelling true-crime psychological thriller This incredible story shows how John Douglas tracked and participated in the hunt for one of the most notorious serial
killers in U.S. history. For 31 years a man who called himself BTK (Bind, Torture, Kill) terrorized the city of Wichita, Kansas, sexually assaulting and strangling a series of women,
taunting the police with frequent communications, and bragging about his crimes to local newspapers and TV stations. After disappearing for nine years, he suddenly reappeared,
complaining that no one was paying enough attention to him and claiming that he had committed other crimes for which he had not been given credit. When he was ultimately
captured, BTK was shockingly revealed to be Dennis Rader, a 61-year-old married man with two children.
The Philadelphia Experiment was Einsteins experiment in which he had not only discovered, in 1943, the way to make things invisible and transport them at great speeds, but
also positively proven scientifically, physically and spiritually that God Almighty exists! He had literally discovered God! That question, Is there a God?, thats been going through
peoples minds for so long, discussed on the street corner, talked about on the porch on a hot summers night, is now a proven fact
Explore the mind and motivations of a serial killer
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Widely considered the go-to reference--and now extensively revised with over 65% new material--this authoritative handbook surveys the landscape of current knowledge on psychopathy and addresses
essential clinical and applied topics. Leading researchers explore major theoretical models; symptomatology and diagnostic subtypes; assessment methods; developmental pathways; and causal influences,
from genes and neurobiology to environmental factors. The volume examines manifestations of psychopathy in specific populations as well as connections to antisocial behavior and recidivism. It presents
contemporary perspectives on prevention and treatment and discusses special considerations in clinical and forensic practice. New to This Edition *Extensively revised with more than a decade's theoretical,
empirical, and clinical advances. *Many new authors and topics. *Expanded coverage of phenotypic facets, with chapters on behavioral disinhibition, callous–unemotional traits, and boldness. *Chapters on
DSM-5, clinical interviewing, cognitive and emotional processing, and serial murder. *Significantly updated coverage of etiology, assessment methods, neuroimaging research, and adult and juvenile
treatment approaches.
1999? 7?? ??? ? F. ??? ???? ??? ?? ??? ??? ? ?? ??. ?? ????? ?? ??? ??? ?? ??? ??? ??? ???. ?? ? ??? ???? ?? ?? ???? ?? ?? ??? ???? ?? ??? ?? ?? ???? ????. ??? ???? ?? ??? ??? ?? ?? ????. ??? ??? ??? ?
??? ??? ? ? ?? ????. ??? ??? ?? ????? ?????. (10~11?) ????? ?? ??? ?? ??? ???? ???? ??? ? ?? ???? ??? ?? ???. ‘??’???? ??? ????? ?? ??? ??? ?? ???. ??? ????? ????, ??, ?? ???? ??? ????. ??? ???? ??? ?
??? ???? ?? ??? ?? ???. ??? ?? ?? ?? ???? ??? ??? ?? ? ?? ???. ??? ???? ??? ??? ????. ?? ??? ??? ????. ???? ??? ?? ?? ???? ????. (13?) ??? “????? ??? ???? ??? ? ?????. ??? ?? ??? ??? ?? ??? ?? ?? ???
????. ???? ???? ??? ?? ??. ‘?? ??’??? ‘???? ????’? ?? ?? ????”?? ????. ?? ‘??? ????, ?????’? ??? ???? ??? ??? ??? ? ? ?? ? ??? ??? ??? ???. ? ??? ???? ???? ?? ‘~? ?????’? ??? ‘~????’?. ?? ?? ‘???
?????, ?????’?. (25~26?) ?-?-??? ? ?? ?? ? ????? ?? ???? ??? ? ?? ?? ? ?? ??? ???. ??? ?-?-??? ??(????)? ???(??)? ???? ?????. ?? ?-?-??? ?? ??? ?????. ??? ? ?? ?? ???? ?? ????? ?? ??? ???. ??? ?? ??? ??
??? ??? ??? ???. 2?? ?? ?? ???? ?? ???? ?? ???? ?? ????. ???? ??? ??? ??? ???? ?????? ?? ??? ????? ??? ? ? ???. ?? ????? ??? ????? ? ????? ??? ??? ????. (135?) ??? ?? ?? ???? ? ??? ???? ??? ?? ?? ? ?
?? ??? ??? ?? ????. ??? ????? ?? ??? ? ??? ?? ?? ?? ???. ??? ????? ?? ?? ??? ??? ???? ??? ?? ??? ?? ??? ??? ?? ?? ????. ?? ??? ???? ??? ??? ? ???, ????? ??? ?? ??. (175?) ???? ??? ??? ??? ??? ??? ? ??
??? ??? ? ?? ??? ? ?? ??, ??, ??, ??? ???? ??? ???? ???. ???? ?? ??? ???? ????? ??? ?? ?? ??? ??? ??? ?? ??? ??? ?? ?? ??? ????. (311?) ????? ???? ?? ??? ?? ???? ??? ?? ????. ??? ???? ?? ????? ??? ???
???? ??? ????? ?? ?? ??? ??? ????. ?? ????? ????? ???? ??? ? ??? ???? ??? ?? ???. ??? ??? ?? ?? ??? ?? ?? ??? ???? ?? ??? ??? ??? ??? ??? ?? ?? ??. ??? ?? ??? ???? ?? ??? 20?? ??? ?? ?? ?????? ??. (3
From 1974 to 1991, someone in the midwestern city of Wichita was leaving behind slain tortured bodies and anonymously proclaiming himself to police and reporters as "BTK" for "Bind, Torture, Kill." Then,
for the next 14 years, BTK was silent. But when he began sending letters again, investigators would not miss their chance... Stunningly, police arrested Dennis Rader, the president of his church board and
the father of two. As a shocked community watched, evidence began to pile up. Then Rader coldly described how he went about "his projects" as the families of his victims relived the horrific scenes this
supposed pillar of the community had unleashed on their loved ones. From the tricks he used to enter his victims' homes to the puzzles he sent the media and the key role his own daughter may have played
in his arrest, The BTK Murders is the definitive story of the BTK killer. He was, as one victim's family member called him, "a black hole inside the shell of a human being"—and the worst American serial killer
since Ted Bundy.
Expanding the Gaze is a collection of important new empirical and theoretical works that demonstrate the significance of the gendered dynamics of surveillance.
This book was the inspiration for the ITV drama Dark Angel. As one of the UK’s leading commentators, David Wilson shows how some serial killers stay in the headlines whilst others rapidly become invisible
- or “unseen”. Yet Mary Ann Cotton is not just the first but perhaps the 1st’s most prolific female serial killer, with more victims than Myra Hindley, Rosemary West, Beverly Allit or male predators such as Jack
the Ripper and Dennis Nilsen. But her own north east of England (and criminologists) apart, she remains largely forgotten, despite poisoning to death up to 21 victims in Britain’s ‘arsenic century’. Exploding
myths that every serial killer is a ‘monster’, the author draws attention to Cotton’s charms, allure, capability, skill and ambition - drawing parallels or contrasting the methods and lifestyles of other serial killers
from Victorian to modern times. He also shows how events cannot be separated from their social context – here the industrial revolution, growing mobility, women’s emancipation and greater assertiveness.
And concerning the reticence of ‘human nature’, like Dr Harold Shipman, Cotton was allowed to go on killing despite reasons to suspect her. The book contains other resonances to aid understanding of how
serial murderers can go undiscovered despite such things as coincidence, gossip, whispers or motives that become more obvious with the benefit of hindsight. It is also a detective story in which the
persistence of a single individual saw Cotton tried and executed, events analysed first-hand from the archives and location visits as the author fills the gaps in a remarkable story. By a leading expert on serial
killers; Meticulously researched and highly readable; Fresh interpretations mean this book is destined to be the definitive title on Mary Ann Cotton. ‘An enthralling read David Wilson does not write generic
‘true crime’, but history of the highest order’: Judith Flanders, best-selling author, journalist and historian. David Wilson is Professor of Criminology and Director of the Centre for Applied Criminology at
Birmingham City University. An ex-prison governor he has broadcast for the BBC, Channel 4, Sky and Channel 5 (where he presents ‘Killers Behind Bars’). His books include Serial Killers: Hunting Britons
and Their Victims 1960-2006 (2007) and Looking for Laura: Public Criminology and Hot News (2011).
“Inside the Mind of a Serial, Multi-paraphilic Sex Offender” provides a very graphic, perspicacious, clinical analysis of an offender’s life-long history of sexually deviant thoughts, fantasies, and conduct, and is
a must for counselors, psychologists, social workers, therapists, prosecutors, investigators, judges, parents, and sex offender specialists alike. It provides an in-depth examination of a real offender’s life that
spanned decades, beginning at the early age of five. Dr. Beverly takes the reader on a journey through the mental, emotional, and behavioral character of one offender whose criminal and bizarre conduct
remained undetected for years. This book is not intended to foster hate toward sexual offenders; rather, each reader has an opportunity to gain new knowledge towards prevention, recognition, and
intervention.
In 1974, Dennis Lynn Rader stalked and murdered a family of four in Wichita, Kansas. Since adolescence, he had read about serial killers and imagined becoming one. Soon after killing the family, he
murdered a young woman and then another, until he had ten victims. He named himself "B.T.K." (bind, torture, kill) and wrote notes that terrorized the city. He remained on the loose for thirty years. No one
who knew him guessed his dark secret. He nearly got away with his crimes, but in 2004, he began to play risky games with the police. He made a mistake. When he was arrested, Rader's family, friends, and
coworkers were shocked to discover that B.T.K. had been among them, going to work, raising his children, and acting normal. This case stands out both for the brutal treatment of victims and for the ordinary
public face that Rader, a church council president, had shown to the outside world. Through jailhouse visits, telephone calls, and written correspondence, Katherine Ramsland worked with Rader himself to
analyze the layers of his psyche. Using his drawings, letters, interviews, and Rader's unique codes, she presents in meticulous detail the childhood roots and development of one man's motivation to stalk,
torture, and kill. She reveals aspects of the dark motivations of this most famous of living serial killers that have never before been revealed. In this book Katherine Ramsland presents an intelligent, original,
and rare glimpse into the making of a serial killer and the potential darkness that lives next door.
????????????????????????????,??????????????????????,?????
Inside the Mind of BTKThe True Story Behind the Thirty-Year Hunt for the Notorious Wichita Serial KillerJohn Wiley & Sons
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A detailed examination of history's most brutal killers.
What led authorities to the murder castle of H. H. Holmes? What cast a cloud of suspicion over cannibal Albert Fish? What drove Russia’s Killer X to confess? How many victims were actually buried on that
Vancouver pig farm? In The Devil’s Dozen, Katherine Ramsland explores the true stories of twelve of the most notorious serial killers of the last century and the cutting-edge forensics that delivered their
downfalls. Through their compelling case histories, she traces the fascinating evolution of forensic investigation. What clues did these killers unwittingly leave behind? How were the unpredictable twists and
turns of their criminal behavior thwarted by the weapons of science and logic? From the developing stages of the nineteenth century’s earliest investigative tools and ingenious police procedures to the first
DNA dragnet to the remarkable twentieth century CSI advances, The Devil’s Dozen provides a fascinating window into the world of those who kill—and those who dedicate their lives to bringing them to
justice.
A superbly targeted resource for those learning about serial killings. Serial Killers and the Phenomenon of Serial Murder examines and analyses some of the best known (as well as lesser) cases from English
criminal history, ancient and modern. It looks at the lifestyles, backgrounds and activities of those who become serial killers and identifies clear categories of individuals into which most serial killers fall. Led by
Professor David Wilson the authors are all experts and teachers concerning the ever-intriguing subject of serial killing: why, when and how it happens and whether it can be predicted. Taking some of the
leading cases from English law and abroad they demonstrate the patterns that emerge in the lives and backgrounds of those who kill a number of times over a period. The book is designed for those studying
the topic at advanced level, whether as an academic discipline on one of the many courses now run by universities and colleges or as a private quest for understanding. It contains notes on key terms and
explanations of topics such as co-activation, Munchausen syndrome, cooling-off period, psychopathy checklist, social construction, case linkage, family annihilation, activity space, rational choice theory,
medicalisation and rendezvous discipline. As the first textbook of its kind it will be an invaluable resource for teachers and students of serious crime.
Draws on extensive interviews with police detectives, congregation members, and others to provide a definitive account of the life and crimes of BTK serial killer Dennis Rader, who terrorized the city of
Wichita for more than thirty years, analyzing the psychology and religious beliefs of the murderer. Reprint.

Now a Netflix original series Discover the classic, behind-the-scenes chronicle of John E. Douglas’ twenty-five-year career in the FBI Investigative Support Unit, where he used psychological
profiling to delve into the minds of the country’s most notorious serial killers and criminals. In chilling detail, the legendary Mindhunter takes us behind the scenes of some of his most
gruesome, fascinating, and challenging cases—and into the darkest recesses of our worst nightmares. During his twenty-five year career with the Investigative Support Unit, Special Agent John
Douglas became a legendary figure in law enforcement, pursuing some of the most notorious and sadistic serial killers of our time: the man who hunted prostitutes for sport in the woods of
Alaska, the Atlanta child murderer, and Seattle's Green River killer, the case that nearly cost Douglas his life. As the model for Jack Crawford in The Silence of the Lambs, Douglas has
confronted, interviewed, and studied scores of serial killers and assassins, including Charles Manson, Ted Bundy, and Ed Gein, who dressed himself in his victims' peeled skin. Using his
uncanny ability to become both predator and prey, Douglas examines each crime scene, reliving both the killer's and the victim's actions in his mind, creating their profiles, describing their
habits, and predicting their next moves.
American Mass Murderers collects nearly 700 pages of information about the most notorious killers in America, as well as some of the lesser-known murderers.
Malcolm Gladwell telah menulis tiga buku yang secara radikal mengubah cara kita memahami dunia kita dan diri kita: The Tipping Point, Blink, dan Outliers. Kini, dalam What the Dog Saw,
untuk pertama kalinya dia mengumpulkan tulisan-tulisan terbaiknya yang dimuat di The New Yorker dalam periode yang sama. Dalam buku ini, Anda akan menemukan kisah pahit manis
penemu pil KB dan kreasi menakjubkan pionir saus pasta Howard Moskowitz. Gladwell berbincang dengan Ron Popeil, raja dapur Amerika, sembari Popeil menjual oven rotisserie-nya, dan
mengungkapkan rahasia Cesar Millan, sang pawang anjing, yang dapat menenangkan anjing galak dengan sentuhan tangannya. Gladwell mengeksplorasi tes kecerdasan dan pembuatan
profil berdasarkan etnis serta mengapa petinggi-petinggi di Lembah Silikon amat sangat tertarik mempekerjakan lulusan college yang sama. “Tulisan yang bagus,” ungkap Gladwell dalam
kata pengantar, “dinilai berhasil bukan dari kekuatannya untuk mempersuasi. Tulisan yang baik dinilai berhasil jika mampu memikat Anda, membuat Anda berpikir, dan memberi Anda kilasan
pikiran seseorang.” What the Dog Saw adalah satu lagi contoh semangat tak kenal lelah dan keingintahuan yang tak habis-habisnya, yang menjadikan Malcolm Gladwell seorang penyelisik
paling brilian tentang hal-hal istimewa yang masih tersembunyi.
A thorough revision of the landmark book that standardized the language, terminology, and classifications used throughout the criminal justice system, Crime Classification Manual, Third
Edition now adds new coverage of areas affected by globalization and new technologies, as well as new crime scene examples and analyses. Coauthored by accomplished experts in the field,
it is the definitive crime classification text for law enforcement personnel, mental health professionals, forensic scientists, and those whose work brings them into contact with either offenders
or victims of violent crime.
Profiling and Serial Crime examines the principles of behavioral profiling and then applies them to serial crime. This book is a completely revised and updated edition of an excellent text on
behavioral profiling and serial crime. It provides a theoretical and practical foundation for understanding the motivation and dynamics in a range of serial offenses. Part I of the book deals with
the history, crucial issues, methods, theory, and treatment in the mainstream media. Part II discusses serial crime in detail, including bullying, stalking, rape, murder, and arson. The title of this
edition reflects the focus on profiling as well as serial crime and has been updated throughout with the latest research. New to this edition are five all-new chapters, including serial harassment
and cyber-bullying and the motivations of victim and offender; two replacement chapters on serial rape and serial arson; enhanced pedagogy to keep students focused on what’s important;
and new ancillary materials for both instructor and student. The book consists of ancillary online materials for instructors and students, including lecture slides, test bank and case studies.
Numerous case examples are included to show the real world uses of behavioral profiling in investigations. This book will appeal to professionals and students in criminal justice and forensic
psychology programs, as well as those taking courses in criminal profiling, especially courses on serial crime. Provides a theoretical and practical foundation for understanding the motivation
and dynamics in a range of serial offenses Ancillary online materials for instructors and students, including lecture slides, test bank and case studies Numerous case examples show the real
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world uses of behavioral profiling in investigations
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